Cognition has a severely limited capacity: Adult humans can retain only about four items "in mind". This limitation is fundamental to human brain function: Individual capacity is highly correlated with intelligence measures and capacity is reduced in neuropsychiatric diseases. Although human capacity limitations are well studied, their mechanisms have not been investigated at the single-neuron level. Simultaneous recordings from monkey parietal and frontal cortex revealed that visual capacity limitations occurred immediately upon stimulus encoding and in a bottom-up manner. Capacity limitations were found to reflect a dual model of working memory. The left and right halves of visual space had independent capacities and thus are discrete resources. However, within each hemifield, neural information about successfully remembered objects was reduced by adding further objects, indicating that resources are shared. Together, these results suggest visual capacity limitation is due to discrete, slot-like, resources, each containing limited pools of neural information that can be divided among objects.
slot model | interference model | attention | hemisphere D espite the remarkable power and flexibility of human cognition, our working memory-the "online" workspace that most cognitive mechanisms depend upon-is surprisingly limited. An average adult human has a capacity to retain only four items at a given time (1) (2) (3) . This capacity is fundamental to cognition: Individual variability in capacity is highly correlated with fluid intelligence (4-6) and patients with neuropsychiatric disorders often have a reduced capacity (7, 8) . Because it is so basic to cognition, capacity limitation has been well studied in humans (9) , particularly the capacity limitation of visual shortterm working memory (for reviews see refs. 1 and 4) . This work has led to several competing theories about the neural basis of capacity limitations. "Discrete" models suggest that capacity limitations reflect a limit in the number of objects that can be simultaneously represented (3, 10, 11) . "Flexible resource" models predict that only the total amount of information available is limited, with information divided among all represented objects (12) (13) (14) . It is also not clear whether the limitation is in stimulus encoding or in maintenance (15) .
To better understand the neural basis of capacity limitations we simultaneously recorded from single neurons in the prefrontal and parietal cortex of two monkeys trained to perform a typical human test of cognitive capacity: change localization (Fig. 1A) . Two arrays of objects (colored squares) were separated by a short memory delay. In the second array, the color of a randomly chosen object (the target) was changed. Monkeys were trained to detect this change and make a saccade to it. Cognitive load was increased by varying the number of objects in the arrays from two to five. We recorded simultaneously from multiple electrodes in the frontal cortex [lateral prefrontal cortex (LPFC) and frontal eye fields (FEF)] and the parietal cortex [lateral intraparietal area (LIP)]. These areas were chosen as they are critical for short-term memory (16) (17) (18) (19) and human studies implicate them in capacity limitations (20) (21) (22) .
Results
Like in humans, increasing the number of objects decreased performance (84.8% correct with 2 objects to 66.5% with 5 objects ,  Fig. 1B ). The amount of information the monkeys had about the objects in the array, calculated from their behavior (SI Materials and Methods), increased from 2 to 4 objects, but then saturated, reflecting a limited capacity ( Fig. 1C ; 2 < 3, P < 10 −15 ; 3 < 4, P < 10 −15 ; 4 < 5, P = 0.12, two-tailed permutation test). A capacitylimited model fitted the animals' information significantly better than a simpler linear model (P = 0.026, validation test, see SI Materials and Methods for details). Both monkeys' capacities were similar (3.88 monkey Sp, 3.87 monkey Si), with an overall average of 3.88 objects [95% confidence interval (CI): 3.82-3.93; SI Materials and Methods]. In similar paradigms the capacity of an average adult human is typically around 4 items (1).
Closer examination of the monkeys' behavior revealed that their total capacity was composed of two independent, smaller, capacities in the right and left halves of visual space (hemifields). Adding objects to the same hemifield as the target strongly degraded performance ( Fig. 2A, rows) , whereas adding objects in the opposite hemifield had no impact ( Fig ; contralateral effect, P = 0.23; ANOVA). The number of same-hemifield objects accounted for >95% of the behavioral effect of the total number of objects. Behavioral performance was not significantly different between the two hemifields, suggesting similar capacity in each hemisphere (target hemifield effect, P = 0.74; ANOVA). The information the animals had about each hemifield increased with a second object, but then saturated, suggesting each hemifield's capacity was ∼2 objects ( Fig. 2C ; 2 > 1, P < 10 −15 ; 3 > 2, P = 0.58, two-tailed permutation test). Again, a nonlinear, capacity-limited model fit significantly better than a linear one (P = 4.4 × 10 −4 , validation test). The estimated per-hemifield capacity was 1.6 objects (95% CI: 1.60-1.64; capacity of 1.74 for Sp and 1.51 for Si, Fig. S1 ).
Neural activity also showed independent capacities for each visual hemifield. For example, average object information in LPFC neurons during the sample period decreased with increasing number of objects in the same hemifield (Fig. 2D, Left) , but not the opposite hemifield ( Fig. 2D , Right; ipsilateral effect, P = 1.4 × 10 −4 ; contralateral effect, P = 0.51; two-way ANOVA). We found the same effect during the memory delay [ipsilateral effect (Ipsi), P = 2.6 × 10 ; contralateral effect (Contra), P = 0.53; two-way ANOVA] as well as in the LIP and FEF (Ipsi, P = 0.026 and P = 0.029; Contra, P = 0.52 and P = 0.19; two-way ANOVA; see SI Materials and Methods for details). This result cannot reflect attention to one hemifield or switching attention between them; the monkeys could not predict which object would change and performance was well above that expected from those strategies.
Is the brain's capacity limit a bottom-up failure to perceptually encode objects or a top-down failure to retain objects in memory? A perceptual encoding failure predicts that, when capacity is exceeded, object information is lost during neurons' sensory responses and in lower-order before higher-order cortex. A memory failure predicts a loss later (after encoding) and in higher cortical areas first. We found the former. Below capacity (one object per hemifield), object information appeared in LIP early after sample array onset [193 ; LIP < FEF, P = 0.003, randomization test], consistent with a bottom-up flow of sensory information from parietal to frontal cortex. By comparing below-to above-capacity activity, we computed the latency for information loss ( ; LIP < FEF, P < 10 −3 ; LPFC < FEF, P < 10 −3 , randomization test]. In fact, when capacity was exceeded (two to three objects per hemifield), information in the LIP was weak and did not reach significance until after the LPFC and FEF (all P < 10 −3
, Fig. 3 A-C and SI Materials and Methods). Individual neurons showed similar effects, with >85% of neurons selective in both belowand above-capacity displays showing a decrease in information when displays were above capacity (P = 4 × 10 −8 across all areas; Fig. S3 and SI Materials and Methods). Information loss above capacity carried through the memory delay (Fig. 3 A-C, Right) with the LPFC showing a further reduction of information for three vs. two objects late in the delay (P = 0.047, randomization test). One possibility is that this delayed difference between twoand three-item displays reflects an unbounded (or less limited) source of information available during sample presentation but lost during the memory delay (e.g., iconic memory, ref.
2).
A limited capacity to represent multiple objects was evident on a behavioral and neural level. However, what is the neural mechanism underlying this bottleneck? Two main hypotheses have been put forth. First, objects could compete for encoding within a limited number of discrete "slots", with each object being either successfully or unsuccessfully encoded (3, 10, 11).
Alternatively, capacity limitations could reflect a limited information "pool" that is flexibly divided among objects, and so adding objects reduces the information allotted to each encoded object (12) (13) (14) . Our behavioral and neural data suggest that the two hemifields act like two slots. We tested whether encoding was also slot-like within a hemifield.
A pure slot-like model predicts that encoding an object is all or none: If successfully remembered, there should be an equal amount of information about it regardless of how many other objects are in the array. If an object is forgotten, there should be no information about it. In contrast, we found that even when a given target object was successfully encoded and retained, information about that specific object was reduced in all three areas when another object was added to its hemifield ( A sample array was presented for 800 ms, consisting of two to five objects (ranging from zero to three in each hemifield). After a brief memory delay (800-1,000 ms) a test array was displayed that was identical to the sample, except one object (the target) had changed color. (B) Behavioral performance decreased as the number of objects in the stimulus array was increased. (C) The information the animal had about the entire stimulus array (derived from behavioral performance) increased until four or more objects were in the array, indicating the animal's capacity was between three and four objects. All error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals. Adding objects to the same side (ipsilateral) as the target (marked with a "T") impaired performance (rows), whereas adding objects to the other side (contralateral) had no effect. This result argues for separate capacities in each hemisphere. (B) Behavioral performance decreased as the number of objects ipsilateral to the target was increased and (C) the information the animal had about the ipsilateral stimulus array (derived from behavioral performance) increased until two or more objects, reflecting the animal's capacity was between one and two objects in each hemifield. (D) Information was lost in lateral prefrontal cortex (LPFC) neurons over the sample period (100-800 ms after stimulus array onset) as items were added ipsilateral to the encoded object (Left). However, adding contralateral items (Right) had no impact on neural information, matching the observed behavioral effects. All error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.
of selectivity; Fig. 3 ). Further, when the change to an object was not detected, it was not completely missing from neural activity: There was still significant information in LPFC neurons during the presentation of the sample array ( Fig. 4B , P = 0.0052, permutation test), albeit significantly reduced from correct trials ( Fig. 4B , P = 0.008, permutation test) that continued into the memory delay (P < 0.001, permutation test).
Discussion
We report three main results. First, capacity limits were seen in the initial sensory encoding and not as a memory failure. When capacity was exceeded, information was lost during the initial neural response to the stimulus and in parietal before frontal cortex. This result is supported by previous work showing that a subject's ability to attentively filter information is a major factor in their effective capacity size (15, 23) . It is also consistent with our second main result of two independent capacities in the right and left half of visual space. The bottleneck begins in posterior cortex where neural receptive fields are more restricted to one hemifield than in prefrontal cortex. Human studies report varying degrees of hemifield independence (24) (25) (26) (27) . In our task, the need to localize the changed object may emphasize this independence. Indeed, the strongest evidence for human hemifield independence comes from divided-attention tasks like multiple-object tracking (28, 29) . Discrete-resource models suggest that capacity depends on a limited number of slot-like, independent resources (3, 10, 11) whereas flexible-resource models suggest a resource pool that can be subdivided among items (12) (13) (14) . Our results suggest both mechanisms are at play. The two hemifields act like discrete resources, whereas within a hemifield neural information is divided among objects in a graded fashion. This model is supported by human psychophysical experiments indicating graded information resources within slots (30, 31) . It is also consistent with observations that information about multiple objects multiplexes in PFC neurons as if the objects are shared among them (32, 33) . One intriguing possibility is that the neural mechanism underlying the observed decay in information is similar to the competition observed during inattention (34) (35) (36) , although here the animal's task is to attend to and remember all of the stimuli. The fact that contralateral stimuli had little impact on neural representations (Fig. 2D) suggests an independence at the neural level, possibly reflecting competition within contralaterally biased receptive fields (even in the lateral prefrontal cortex) (18, 37) . Interestingly, parietal neurons seem to have a more severe capacity limitation than frontal regions. Indeed, there were no above-capacity responses until after activation of frontal cortex, suggesting top-down influences may be needed to partially overcome capacity limits. This finding also necessitates that information reaches prefrontal cortex from sources other than parietal. An obvious candidate is the ventral stream, suggesting further experiments are needed to fully understand the dynamics of capacity limits throughout the visual system.
In sum, our results suggest that visual capacity limits result from competition for encoding within independent, but limited pools of neural information that can each be divided among multiple objects.
Materials and Methods
Please see SI Materials and Methods for a detailed description of all materials and methods. Fig. 3 . Average information about object identity for object-selective neurons in (A) the lateral intraparietal cortex (LIP), (B) the lateral prefrontal cortex (LPFC), and (C) the frontal eye fields (FEF). Information about an encoded object is shown when the object was presented alone (blue), with another object (two total items, green), and with two other objects (three total objects, red). The shaded region indicates SEM. (A-C, Left) Information is shown over time for the sample period. The time at which information about the object was above baseline is indicated for one, two, and three items as blue, green, and red squares with associated lines depicting 95% CI. Information is lost in all three areas when the stimulus array is above the animal's capacity (i.e., information with two and three objects is less than with one object). Significant difference between one and two or three objects is indicated by black bars (thin bars, P < 0.05; thick bars, P < 0.01). The time to first significant loss (P < 0.05) is shown as a black square at the top of each section, with horizontal lines indicating 95% CI. We computed the neural latency for object selectivity as the time of the steepest rise in neural information around when it first became significant. This statistic is resistant to changes in statistical power, allowing for comparison across areas (SI Materials and Methods). The timing of information loss (first in LIP, followed by LPFC, and then FEF) suggests information is lost in a bottom-up manner. (A-C, Right) Information over early (first 400 ms) and late (second 400 ms) in the delay period. Dark shading of circles indicates significant information above baseline. Significant differences between one or two and two or three objects are indicated in black above. Significant information about target identity is found even on error trials when the animal did not detect the target change, although it is significantly lower than during correct trials. All error bars indicate SEM and significance is as follows: *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; and ***P < 0.001.
Animals and Recordings. Two adult rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) were trained to perform a change localization task (Fig. 1A) . After a short fixation period (500 ms) an array of colored squares was presented for 800 ms (the sample period). A long sample period was chosen to ensure the animal had enough time to fully attend to and process all of the items in the array. Following the sample period the stimuli were removed for a memory delay that ranged from 800 to 1,000 ms. A second array was then presented that was identical to the sample array except the color of a single randomly chosen object (the target) was changed. The animal was rewarded for making a single, direct, saccade to it. Six new stimulus locations were chosen each day, ranging from ±75 angular degrees from the horizontal meridian and between 4°and 6°of visual angle (dva) from fixation. Stimuli were colored squares 1 dva on a side. Two colors were randomly chosen for each location every day, preventing the monkeys from adopting any long-term memorization strategies. An infrared-based eye-tracking system monitored eye position at 240 Hz (ISCAN). Behavioral control of the paradigm was done with the Monkeylogic program (www.monkeylogic.net) (38, 39) . Simultaneous recordings were made from single neurons in prefrontal cortex (LPFC, 584 neurons; FEF, 325 neurons) and the parietal cortex (LIP, 284 neurons). All procedures followed the guidelines of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Committee on Animal Care and the National Institutes of Health. Epoxy-coated tungsten electrodes (FHC) were used for recording. Electrodes were lowered using a custom-built microdrive assembly with 1-mm spacing.
Estimating Behavior Capacity. The animal's behavioral capacity was estimated using an information theoretic approach. This method fully accounts for chance behavior and makes no assumption about the animal's strategy in solving the task. First, the animal's information about each display was determined from its behavioral performance (see SI Materials and Methods for details). By combining these we could determine the information the animal had about displays with a given total number of objects (Fig. 1C) . Hemifield information was determined by decomposing the total information in a given array into each hemifield's display (SI Materials and Methods). Again, this information can be combined for displays of a given size to estimate the animal's capacity in each hemifield (Fig. 2C) .
Neural Information About Stimulus Identity. We quantified the information each neuron's firing rate carried about the identity (color) of each object in the hemifield contralateral to the recorded hemisphere using a bias-corrected percentage of explained variance (ωPEV) statistic (Fig. S2 and SI Materials and Methods). To ensure our analysis was unbiased, all well-isolated neurons were recorded and our analysis made no a priori assumptions about the structure of color or location information in neural activity across time or display conditions. We report all neurons that showed significant information (i.e., object selectivity) to any stimulus in the sample array (68 neurons in LIP, 189 neurons in LPFC, and 97 neurons in FEF). Information was averaged across all selective neurons and all attempted trials, unless specified otherwise (such as for the correct or error-only trials, Fig. 4) .
Timing of Information Loss. Two different latencies were of interest: When did neurons first encode information about a stimulus and when was this information degraded due to capacity limitations? For the former, we asked when the amount of information in a neuron population significantly exceeded baseline. For the latter, we determined the latency of a significant difference in neural information between below-and above-capacity conditions (e.g., one vs. two objects). For both measures we defined the latency as the time point of maximum rise in the difference function. The maximum rise statistic was used as it is resistant to differences in statistical power: Varying the number of neurons in a population will change the threshold of significance, but will not a priori affect the shape of the function and therefore will not change the point of maximum slope. The search for the point of maximum rise was limited to a 150-ms window around the first time a significant difference was found (e.g., 191 ms in LIP for greater information in below-capacity trials compared with above-capacity trials). Uncertainty about the time to significance was determined by bootstrapping the population of neurons and redetermining the point of maximum slope.
